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Editorial 
 

Introducing the unique article number 
 
 

Starting with Volume 5 Issue 1 (June 2009) North-Western Journal of Zoology has renewed 
its online first publication policy. All of the published articles have both page numbers and a 
unique six-digit article number. 

Such articles are identified by volume number with page number or/and article number 
too. This format allows articles to be fully citable as soon as they are published as online first 
(electronically). This aspect is crucial for short communications, review papers, correction 
etc., that are placed at the end of issues, getting page numbers at a later time than regular 
articles. Page numbers together with the article numbers are maintained both for electronic 
and printed version. 

The first two digits correspond to the volume number (eg. 05); the third digit refers to 
the issue type (1-regular issue, 9-supplement); the fourth digit indicates the article type (eg. 
0-editorial material; 1-full length paper, 2- short note; 3-review, etc.); and the last two digits 
are assigned to the order of the publication within the volume and article type (13). 

 
Published papers can be cited normally, using only the volume and page numbers. For 

online first publications we recommend the citation with article number and page numbers 
(if the paper has page numbers). 

 
Example of citation using both article and page numbers: 

Hartel, T., Moga, C.I., Őllerer, K., Puky, M. (2009): Spatial and temporal 
distribution of amphibian road mortality with a Rana dalmatina and Bufo bufo 
predominance along the middle section of the Târnava Mare basin, Romania. 
North-Western Journal of Zoology 5: Art.#051114, pp.130-141. 

 
Example of citation for online first publications without page numbers (eg. short note): 

Simoncini, M.S., Piña, C.I,  Siroski, P.I. (2009): Clutch size of Caiman latirostris 
(Crocodylia: Alligatoridae) varies on a latitudinal gradient. North-Western 
Journal of Zoology 5: Art#051201. 
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